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Explanation

		Greetings!

		This workbook was designed to allow you to set up your own numerical example with which to test

		the effects of standard and Weitzman discounting. 

		Bonus: this workbook contains a macro that runs Monte Carlo simulations. You can copy that and use

		it for your own work. It can handle the generation of correlated random numbers.

		The purpose of Monte Carlo simulations is to allow you to check how the difference between standard 

		and Weitzman discounting varies as a function of the degree of autocorrelation of interest rates.

		On the Calculations worksheet you can specify a two-period two-scenario model of risk neutral

		investment decisions. First specify the interest rates and their probabilities. Specify the time horizon in

		years. Specify a coefficient of autocorrelation, and give the dollar amount of a safe sum due at the time

		horizon.

		Click on the "Run Monte Carlo Simulation" button to generate 10,000 simulations of the specified model.

		The actual measured degree of interest rate autocorrelation is reported. This differs from the desired

		degree on account of the fact that the interest rate probability distribution is discrete and not continuous.

		You can get any desired effective autocorrelation by trial and error, however.

		The results produced appear in four blocks on the Calculations Worksheet. The comments supplied

		should make these self explanatory. The results are presented in three columns. The first is the

		result of the Monte Carlo simulations. The second is the theoretical result obtained with perfect

		autocorrelation, as in Weitzman's model. The third column is the deterministic case, in which the 

		expected value of the interest rates is held constant every year.

		The calculation will show that when the degree of autocorrelation is zero, both the standard and the

		Weitzman methods of discounting converge on the values of the deterministic case. You can specify

		the degree of autocorrelation that you consider reasonable and realistic, and see what the difference 

		between standard and Weitzman discounting is.

		Set the degree of autocorrelation to 100% and enter the amount of money that you would pay in the

		present to get the future safe sum that you specified. That will determine if you are a money pump.

		Click on the "Test" button to find out.

		Please notice that the calculations performed in this workbook assume annual compounding of 

		interest rates, unlike in:

		Szabolcs Szekeres "Checking Gollier and Weitzman’s solution of the 'Weitzman–Gollier puzzle' "

		http://www.economics-ejournal.org/economics/discussionpapers/2017-11

		where compounding is continuous. If you try to replicate the results shown in that paper you will

		find small discrepancies for this reason.

		Why is Weitzman discounting wrong?

		Weitzman's implicit definition of expected future value (EFV) adapted to a two-scenario model is as 

		follows. pi are probabilities in two scenarios, ri are the perfectly correlated annual interest rates,

		and t is time.

		let

		a = p1 EXP(t r1)    This is the FV in scenario 1 times its probability

		b = p2 EXP(t r2)    This is the FV in scenario 2 times its probability

		Then the EFV of an investment of $1 made at t=0 is:

		EFV = a + b 

		We can normalize this calculation to make EFV = $1 by multiplying both PV=$1 and EFV by 

		D = (a+b)^(-1)  

		Then PV = D, EFV = 1, and D is the certainty equivalent discount factor.

		Weitzman proposed the following definition of certainty equivalent discount factor of a safe $1 at

		time t, and therefore the PV of FV=$1:

		A = a^(-1)+b^(-1)

		Clearly A is not the same as D, which contrary to A, complies with the definition of present value,  as

		D(a+b) = 1.

		A (a+b) is not equal to 1. It is this that was considered paradoxical, given that everyone intuitively

		accepted A as being correct. But A is nor correct, for it is an instance of the error found in the

		following expression:

		(a+b)^n = a^n + b^n

		In our case n = -1. The error arises because exponentiation is not distributive over addition. 

		(http://mathmistakes.org/the-distributive-property-of-exponents/)

		So there is no puzzle, just the unwitting mistake of an unverified leap of faith.

		All of the literature trying to show that

		(a+b)^(-1) = a^(-1) + b^(-1)

		either has redefined the problem in a way that it is no longer the original Weitzman-Gollier puzzle, 

		or is wrong.

		Szabolcs Szekeres

		szsz@iid.hu
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Calculations

		Interest rates

		Scenario 1 interest rate in %		1%				Define interest rates and their probabilities

		Scenario 2 interest rate in %		5%				ONLY ENTER DATA IN YELLOW CELLS

		Probability of scenario 1 in %		50%

		Probability of scenario 2 in %		50%

		Time horizon in years  (Maximum 500)		200				Define the future year

		Desired autocorrelation of random numbers		100%				Define the interannual or auto-correlation of interest rates



								Click on the button to run 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations



		Observed autocorrelation of interest rates		100%

		Future safe sum		$1,000.00

		1. Standard calculation		Monte Carlo		Perfect correlation		Deterministic,

SZEKERES Szabolcs: This column corresponds to the deterministic case, with no uncertainty. The expected value of the interest rate is held constant in all years.

		Correlation coefficient		100%		as  in  Weitzman

SZEKERES Szabolcs: This column corresponds to Weitzman's assumptions, the correlation coefficient is 1.
		no uncertainty

		CE Compound factor		8644.7628370668		8649.9484165059		369.3558152156				Standard Certainty equivalent compound factor

		Corresponding CE discount factor		0.000115677		0.0001156076		0.0027074164				Certainty equivalent discount factor

		Market CER		4.64%		4.64%		3.00%				Standard certainty equivalent rate (CER)

		Present value of future safe sum		$   0.115677		$   0.115608		$   2.707416

		FV of the PV of future safe sum		$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00



		2. Weitzman calculation		Monte Carlo		Perfect correlation		Deterministic,

		Correlation coefficient		100%		as  in  Weitzman		no uncertainty

		Weitzman CE discount factor		0.068413093		0.0683721044		0.0027074164				Weitzman certainty equivalent discount factor

		Market CER		1.35%		1.35%		3.00%				Weitzman certainty equivalent rate (CER)

		Weitzman PV of future safe sum		$   68.4131		$   68.3721		$   2.7074				Future value times Weiztman discount rate

		FV of the  Weitzman PV of future safe sum		$   591,414.96		$   591,415.18		$   1,000.00				Weitzman PV times standard compound factor



		3. Paradox discrepancy 		Monte Carlo		Perfect correlation		Deterministic,

		Correlation coefficient		100%		as  in  Weitzman		no uncertainty				Difference between the future values of the

		FV Weitzman - FV standard		$   590,414.96		$   590,415.18		$   - 0				Weitzman and standard present values of the future safe sum.



		4. Weitzman  consistency and inconsistency		Monte Carlo		Perfect correlation		Deterministic,

		Correlation coefficient		100%		as  in  Weitzman		no uncertainty

		Weitzman compound factor		14.6170850743		14.6258479075		369.3558152156				Inverse of the Weitzman discount factor

		Weitzman FV of Weitzman PV of future sum		$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00		$   1,000.00				Weitzman discounting is consistent with Weitzman compounding

		Weitzman future value of $1		$   14.62		$   14.63		$   369.36				But Weitzman's future value of $1 is different from the

		Standard future value of $1		$   8,644.76		$   8,649.95		$   369.36				standard future value of $1 in the market assumed

		5. Are you a money pump?

		Assuming perfectly autocorrelated interest rates as in the Weitzman model,

		how much would you be willing to pay in the present for the future safe sum?

												Find out if you are a money pump

		Amount willing to pay										Enter a value and click on Test





		Was the Weiztman PV useful in determining how much it is worth paying?

		Thank you for trying this

		If you found that this test platform was useful, or if you found that reading

		Szabolcs Szekeres "Checking Gollier and Weitzman’s solution of the 'Weitzman–Gollier puzzle' "

		was helpful in clarifying the issues surrounding the Weitzman- Golier puzzle, please leave a comment on:

		http://www.economics-ejournal.org/economics/discussionpapers/2017-11

		If you made up your mind, please say whether you think that in real life long term risk neutral CERs should be

		declining, growing, or flat.

		Szabolcs Szekeres

		szsz@iid.hu



Run Monte Carlo Simulation
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